
Simple vinegar cancer test helps to Validate 
the QXCI, SCIO, Eductor technology  

    Your Editor: Professor of Medicine Desire’ Dubounet, D. Sc. L.P.C.C. 

There has been a precept in Energetic Medicine that a specific pattern of an electrical vibration can 

destroy a micro-organism. Rife had a theory of an electrocution of a microbe could be accomplished 

with an electromagnetic pulse. Rife did not fully prove his theory and controversy surrounded his 

work. Rife did not develop a cybernetic loop of treatment--measure--readjust treatment. Hulga Clark’s 

zapper was never proven effective and it was not refined. But this autofocusing treatment developed 

by the EPFX SCIO technology has been proved effective in microbial destruction.  

Newer scientific work has also shown the efficacy of this theory. 

Pulsed electric fields (PEF) 

Strong electric field pulses applied to cells cause their membranes to develop pores (electroporation), 

increasing membrane permeability with a consequent and, for the cell, undesirable migration of 

chemicals. Pulses of low intensity may result in the increased production of secondary metabolites and a 

build-up of resistance. PEF treatment is an adequate process for inactivation of microbes in acids and 

other thermo-sensitive media, but holds inherent resistance dangers because of incomplete destruction. 

 Grahl, T.; Märkl, H. (1996). "Killing of microorganisms by pulsed electric fields". Applied Microbiology 

and Biotechnology 45 (1–2): 148–57. doi:10.1007/s002530050663. PMID 8920190. 

Pulsed magnetic fields (PMF) 

A 2004 study found that E. coli is susceptible to pulsed magnetic fields with a survivability figure of 1 in 

10 000. As with PEF cell walls are rendered porous with resultant cell death. Enzymes such 

as lactoperoxidase, lipase and catalase are readily inactivated, though with varying degrees of 

susceptibility. A 2010 study concentrated on the effects of PMF on Staphylococcus aureus. 

Haile, Ma; Pan, Zhongli; Gao, Mengxiang; Luo, Lin (2008). "Efficacy in Microbial Sterilization of 

Pulsed Magnetic Field Treatment". International Journal of Food 

Engineering 4 (4). doi:10.2202/1556-3758.1177. 

 Effect of a Pulsed Magnetic Field on the Microorganisms and Enzymes in Milk 

Xu, Shen-Shi; Ma, Hai-Le (2010). "Sterilization and Biological Window Effects of Pulsed Magnetic 

Field on Staphylococcus aureus and Its Inactivation Dynamics". Food Science 31 (21): 20–23. 
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These techniques require intensity of pulse over quality. The  quality of the signal over the band width of the 

organism trivector signature needs to have a cybernetic loop to work completely. It must be pointed out that these 

treatments require frequency BANDS NOT just simple frequencies. And thus this shows the failure of old non-auto-

focusing devices, such as Rife, Clark’s zapper and many more. 

With the Trivector QQC technology to measure the voltammetric signature of a dilute suspension of a microbe we 

can get a 3D electrical signature pattern of the microbe. This is similar to the voltammetric detection ability of the 

tongue. http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/978-615-5169-19-

9%20TVEP%20and%20Medication%20Testing%20(the%20research).pdf 

http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/TVEP%20The%20Clinical%20Experience%20complete.pdf 

http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/978-615-5169-43-

4%20The%20Electro%20Sense%20of%20Sharks%20and%20Humans.pdf 

 

http://indavideo.hu/video/Evidence_Meta_Analysis_of_the_Eductor_SCIO_Technology_with_music 

http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/Medical%20Research%20Validation%20of%20the%20SCIO.pdf 

Lots of studies have shown the effects of the TVEP cybernetic loop electrocution method of the SCIO. This treatise 

is to show one of the simplest studies done over a 20 year period to validate this effect.  

Using a simple vinegar test of papilloma virus we can easily get a pre-test and post-test and a control placebo 

group to see if our cybernetic loop technology truly works. 

Here is the research to validate the electro-cution of the microbial organism.  
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Simple vinegar cancer test could save tens 
of thousands of lives 

By Marilynn Marchione, Muneeza Naqvi, The Associated Press 

 

 

Usha Devi, right, who was suffering from cervical cancer, talks with health workers from Tata Memorial Hospital in 

a slum in Mumbai, India. Devi says a simple vinegar test saved her life. 

A simple vinegar test slashed cervical cancer death rates by one-third in a remarkable study of 150,000 

women in the slums of India, where the disease is the top cancer killer of women. 

Doctors reported the results Sunday at a cancer conference in Chicago. Experts called the outcome 

"amazing" and said this quick, cheap test could save tens of thousands of lives each year in developing 

countries by spotting early signs of cancer, allowing treatment before it's too late. 

Usha Devi, one of the women in the study, says it saved her life. 

"Many women refused to get screened. Some of them died of cancer later," Devi said. "Now I feel 

everyone should get tested. I got my life back because of these tests." 

Pap smears and tests for HPV, a virus that causes most cervical cancers, have slashed cases and deaths 

in the United States. But poor countries can't afford those screening tools. 

This study tried a test that costs very little and can be done by local people with just two weeks of 

training and no fancy lab equipment. They swab the cervix with diluted vinegar, which can make 

abnormal cells briefly change color. 

This low-tech visual exam cut the cervical cancer death rate by 31 percent, the study found. It could 

prevent 22,000 deaths in India and 72,600 worldwide each year, researchers estimate. 

"That's amazing. That's remarkable. It's a very exciting result," said Dr. Ted Trimble of the National 

Cancer Institute in the U.S., the main sponsor of the study. 



The story of research participant Usha Devi is not an unusual one. Despite having given birth to four 

children, she had never had a gynecological exam. She had been bleeding heavily for several years, 

hoping patience and prayers would fix things. 

"Everyone said it would go away, and every time I thought about going to the doctor there was either no 

money or something else would come up," she said, sitting in a tiny room that serves as bedroom, 

kitchen, bathroom and living room for her entire family. 

One day she found a card from health workers trying to convince women to join the study. Devi is in her 

late 40s and like many poor Indians doesn't know her date of birth. She learned she had advanced 

cervical cancer. The study paid for surgery to remove her uterus and cervix. 

The research effort was led by Dr. Surendra Shastri of Tata Memorial Hospital in Mumbai. India has 

nearly one-third of the world's cases of cervical cancer — more than 140,000 each year. 

"It's just not possible to provide Pap smear screening in developing countries. We don't have that kind of 

money" or the staff or equipment, so a simpler method had to be found, Shastri said. 

Starting in 1998, researchers enrolled 75,360 women to be screened every two years with the vinegar 

test. Another 76,178 women were chosen for a control, or comparison group that just got cancer 

education at the start of the study and vouchers for a free Pap test — if they could get to the hospital to 

have one. Women in either group found to have cancer were offered free treatment at the hospital. 

Still, this quick and free cancer screening was a hard sell in a deeply conservative country where women 

are subservient and need permission from husbands, fathers or others for even routine decisions. Social 

workers were sent into the slums to win people over. 

"We went to every single house in the neighborhood assigned to us introducing ourselves and asking 

them to come to our health talks. They used to come out of curiosity, listen to the talk but when we 

asked them to get screened they would totally refuse," said one social worker, Vaishnavi Bhagat. "The 

women were both scared and shy." 

One woman who did agree to testing jumped up from the table when she was examined with a 

speculum. "She started screaming that we had stolen her kidney," Bhagat said. Another health worker 

was beaten by people in the neighborhood when women realized they would have to disrobe to be 

screened. 

"There was a sense of shame about taking their clothes off. A lot of them had their babies at home and 

had never been to a doctor," said one health worker, Urmila Hadkar. "Sometimes just the idea of getting 

tested for cancer scared them. They would start crying even before being tested." 

But screening worked. The quality of screening by health workers was comparable to that of an expert 

gynecologist, researchers reported. The study was planned for 16 years, but results at 12 years showed 



lives were saved with the screening. So independent monitors advised offering it to the women in the 

comparison group. 

An ethics controversy developed during the study. The U.S. Office for Human Research Protections 

faulted researchers for not adequately informing participants in the comparison group about Pap tests 

for screening. A letter from the agency in March indicated officials seemed to accept many of the 

remedies study leaders had implemented. 

Others defended the study. 

"We looked at the ethics very carefully" and felt them to be sound, and visited the project in India, said 

Trimble of the National Cancer Institute. 

Dr. Sandra Swain, a cancer specialist at Medstar Washington Hospital Center, also defended the 

research. She is president of the American Society of Clinical Oncology, and the research results were 

presented at that group's meeting in Chicago on Sunday. 

"There really was no wrongdoing there," she said. "They have no screening anyway," so there is no 

standard of care now. 

Officials in India already are making plans to expand the vinegar testing to a wider population. 

Many poor countries can't afford mammograms for breast cancer screening either. The India study also 

has been testing breast exams by health workers as an alternative. Preliminary results suggest breast 

cancers are being found at an earlier stage, but it's too soon to know if that will save lives because not 

enough women have died yet to compare the groups, said Trimble of the National Cancer Institute. 

More progress against cervical cancer may come from last month's announcement that two companies 

will drastically lower prices on HPV vaccines for poor countries. Pilot projects will begin in Asia and 

Africa; the campaign aims to vaccinate more than 30 million girls in more than 40 countries by 2020. 

The second category, subclinical warts, are invisible to the naked eye, are flat and colorless. 

They usually do not cause symptoms, although they may cause similar symptoms to the raised 

warts. These subclinical warts can be visualized if the skin is first soaked for 2-3 minutes with 

vinegar (3-4% acetic acid) and then viewed under magnification (4-10X) using a green or blue 

(red-free) light source. 

 Subclinical Warts 



 

  

 

 

Zapping the Human Papilloma Virus 

 Dr David Polen DC, Springfield, Ohio USA 

Abstract: 

In 2004 in the office of an Ohio licensed Physician 33 women were diagnosed with human papilloma 

virus spots from UV check after acetic acid swab. There was an average of 10 spots per client. After 

the pretest the participants were then given a series of SCIO treatments for the Papilloma virus. 



After four days of 30 minute SCIO treatments each day the patients had a post test. The average 

number of spots was reduced from 10 to 4 in the post test. Three of the subjects had complete 

eradication of spots. Two had no change.  

This showed a significant reduction in viral activity to show the efficacy of the energetic medicine 

treatment.   

 

Zapping the Human Papilloma Virus 

Desire’ Dubounet MD, USA 

Abstract: 

In 2008 in the office of an Arizona 13 women were diagnosed with human papilloma virus spots from 

UV check after acetic acid swab. There was an average of 13 spots per client. After the pretest the 

participants were then given a series of SCIO treatments for the Papilloma virus. After four days of 

30 minute SCIO treatments each day the patients had a post test. The average number of spots was 

reduced from 13 to 7 in the post test. One of the subjects had complete eradication of spots. One 

had no change.  

Two subjects with spots were used as a control group and they both had no change in their spots.  

This showed a noteworthy reduction in viral activity to show the efficacy of the SCIO energetic 

medicine treatment.   

 

Zapping the Human Papilloma Virus 

 Desire’ Dubounet MD, Budapest  

Abstract: 

In 2012 in Budapest 10 women were diagnosed with human papilloma virus spots from UV check 

after acetic acid swab. There was an average of 15 spots per client. After the pretest the participants 

were then given a series of Eductor treatments for the Papilloma virus. After four days of 30 minute 

Eductor treatments each day the patients had a post test. The average number of spots was 

reduced from 15 to 4 in the post test. Three of the subjects had complete eradication of spots.  

Two subjects with spots were used as a control group and they both had no change in their spots.  

This showed a significant decrease in viral activity to show the efficacy of the Eductor energetic 

medicine treatment.   

This research shoes the ability of the energetic medicine electro-cution treatment to Zap viral organisms 

with the SCIO/Eductor Technology.  



Introduction to Voltammetric Zapping:  

There is irrefutable confirmation that the genetic family of the electro sense of fish is the same 
as the olfaction sense in humans. Humans have evolved a diverse use and utility for the 
voltammetric function known as olfaction. Voltammetry is the science of the recognition of this 
field. Our literature review shows this. Since the olfaction sense is irrefutable electric, a 
stimulus of a voltammetric signature amplified over ten thousand times and given globally 
through the SCIO harness will provoke a transcutaneous electro-dermal evoked potential 
reaction (TVEP) of the electro-olfactory system. This is the Xrroid part of the test registered in 
the 1989 510k of the USA registration. Siemens defines the reactance of an item to measure of 
the change in voltage, plus the change in amperage, plus the change in resistance. See how in 
the articles that follow how change in trans-dermal resistance is the key factor in calculating the 
electro sense. 
 
Electrochemical sensing procedures are used in a wide range of applications, from 
understanding the physics of electron transfer (ET) to process checking. From a plethora of 
electrochemical methods, voltammetry, where the electrode voltage is excited in a 
programmed manner, has been heavily applied for various chemical, biological, environmental 
and industrial measurements. 
 
For instance, the widely used cyclic voltammetry, where the voltage excitation is a ramp, has 
delivered new insights in occurrences as varied as neurotransmitter dynamics, protein ET or 
fuel cell technology. Recently, more complicated voltage inputs such as ac voltammetry have 
been applied in order to probe the electrochemical system under investigation on different 
timescales, explore the kinetics and thermodynamics of different processes or selectively target 
specific process dynamics, such as parallel reactions, leading to comparisons with NMR or 
impedance spectroscopy but with the advantage of including in vivo applications. Despite the 
obvious advantages of such voltammetric methodologies their application is demanding. The 
major challenge lies in the interpretation of the current response signal. Whilst previous work 
has revealed how the shape of the current response is related to different processes such as 
kinetic- or mass transport- control, it did not offer direct information about the relationship 
between the applied voltage and the resulting patterns in the current response. This is due to 
the highly nonlinear relation between the applied voltage and the transient current response 
which renders a direct association non-intuitive. 

 



Wart, Verruca and Papilloma 

Natural Treatments 
Introduction. 

   

The human papillomavirus is a virus that infects 

keratinocytes (cells on the outer skin) or mucous 

membranes of humans. There are over a hundred and 

twenty different varieties that have been identified. 

 

It is estimated that HPV is the most common sexually 

transmitted infection in the United States. Although most 

of the most common varieties of HPV cause no 

symptoms in humans, some can create warts (including 

but not limited to genital warts) while others (in a small 

number of cases) may lead to cancers of the vulva, 

vagina, cervix, penis, oropharynx, and anus. Recent 

studies suggest that HPV may be associated with an increased risk of cardiovascular disease, while HPV 16 and 18 

infections are associated with increased risk of developing oropharyngeal (throat) cancer. 

Causes and Risks 

 

There are three ways that HPV can be transmitted. 

 

First, genital HPV types can be transmitted from mother to child during birth. However, the occurrence of such 

transmissions is relatively rare, with about two cases per 100,000 children occurring in the United States. 

 

Second, it is also theoretically possible to become infected by sharing contaminated objects. For instance, finger-

genital contact would have the capacity to transmit the virus, although such transmission is also very rare. 

 

The most common means of transmission is via sexual intercourse. There are at least forty HPV varieties that infect 

the genital tract. As Doctor Laura Egendorf shows in the book Sexually Transmitted Diseases, if a woman in college 

has at least one different partner per year for four years, the likelihood that she will leave college with an HPV 

infection is greater than 85%. 

 

Symptoms 

 

Not everyone suffering from HPV will experience the same symptoms. There are those who have HPV but 

experience no symptoms at all. The explanation below offers information on the most commonly reported symptoms 

experienced. 

 

According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, the body's immune system will naturally clear away 



HPV within two years for 90% of the cases. The most common physical symptoms are skin and genital warts. 

 

Skin Warts 

 

The skin warts have different names depending on their location and impact on the human body. They include: 

o Common warts: occur on areas such as the hands, feet, elbows, and knees. In general they have a 

cauliflower-like surface and are raised from the skin. 

o Plantar warts: found on the soles of the feet. These warts are difficult because they grow inward and create 

pain upon walking. 

o Subungal/periungal warts: form under the fingernail (subungal) or around the finger and cuticle area 

(periungal). Because of their location, they can be more difficult to treat. 

o Flat warts: most commonly found on the arms, face, and forehead. They frequently occur in children and 

teenagers. 

Unlike genital warts, skin warts are not likely to spread from person to person. 
 
Genital Warts 

 
Many different varieties of HPV can lead to genital warts. However, types 6 and 11 account for about 90% of all 
genital warts cases. It is important to remember that even if you or your partner is not displaying genital warts, the 
infection can still be transmitted. 
 
Different symptoms and different people respond best to different treatments, for example, 
Cryotherapy (freezing) works wonders for warts on the hands and feet, but not so well for warts on 
softer body parts especially on larger people, and especially not on the private parts! Knowledge is 
power, and by having the knowledge behind you to choose from a range of treatments, many of which 
you can do at home, you can find the right treatment for your symptoms.  It is for the preceding reason 
that I decided to put what I know in writing, and by putting pen to paper (so to speak) I hope to help 
more people find fast and lasting relief. Before we begin, let me say that all irregularities in the 
skin must be seen by professional in the field. Many skin conditions look harmless, and some look 
similar so self-diagnosis is never a good option. A potentially life threatening skin condition, treated 
early is much less dangerous than one treated late, so again, always visit you doctor if you see 
something on your body which has not been there before.  The book has been written in a Question & 
Answer format for easy reference and each section has been written as a “stand alone” article, so you 
don't need to read the whole book in order to understand certain parts of it. Please enjoy, and 
remember home treatments are a good, inexpensive way to treat a wart or papilloma, provided you 
know what you are treating, but home treatments are never a substitute for the advice or treatment of 
a health care professional. 
10 Wart and Papilloma Home Treatments 
 The Following home treatments are recommended for warts and papillomas which exist anywhere on 
the body except for the genitals. Genital warts can develop into something more serious and need to be 
promptly treated by a doctor. For the common wart these treatments can do the job. Not all treatments 
work for all people, but you will definitely find one that works for you. 
 These treatments can be done with articles you probably already have around the house, so little to no 
monetary investment is needed. 



Duct Tape  One of the most popular home remedies for treating warts is the use of duct tapes. It is a 
favorite among people with a few warts who consider it unnecessary to visit a doctor. Duct tapes may 
take comparatively more time and patience, but it is far better in the sense that it doesn’t cause any 
pain and comes pretty cheap. Also, it is also good for those who have sensitive skin types and and wish 
to avoid the chemicals etc which are used in the alternative home treatment methods. 
The duct tape is to be used in the following manner. One has to apply the duct tape over the surface of 
the skin where the wart is present and leave it like that for around seven days. In the meantime, if the 
tape comes off or tears away, it can be reapplied. After a week when the duct tape is removed, the wart 
is to be soaked in water. After this, the wart is to be rubbed with an empty board or a pumice stone in 
order to get rid of dead tissues. Then, twenty four hours after the initial removal of the tape,  fresh tape 
is applied on the wart and the cycle is again put into motion. 
When the above method is carried out for around two months, one is surprised to find that the wart 
disappears and in its place there is fresh new skin. Signs of improvement become apparent in about two 
weeks time since the application of the tape for the first time.  
Tooth Paste  One of the bizarre and not-so-conventional methods of treatment which is recommended 
by a number of people is the use of toothpaste in getting rid of warts from the body. According to this 
procedure, a decent amount of toothpaste has to be applied on the wart. After the application of the 
paste is done, the wart has to be covered with an adhesive bandage. The wart is left to itself, preferably 
overnight. Afterwards, the bandage is removed and the wart is cleaned. Then again the tooth paste is 
applied and so on and so forth. This process is continued until the wart disappears, leaving behind a 
fresh new skin. 
 The use of toothpaste when it comes to the removal to genital warts is something that is not very 
widely practiced and not very highly recommended as many people are skeptical of the success. The 
alkaline composition of toothpaste weakens the virus and the symptom, the wart goes away, the science 
behind it is sound so it is worth a try. 
 Bi Carb Soda 
  Firstly, there has to be prepared a mixture of baking soda and castor oil. The consistency of this mixture 
should be like a gum, not like dough. The proportion can be that of a pinch of soda for two to three 
drops of castor oil, and the use of an eye dropper makes this easier. This mixture has to be applied every 
evening on the wart. 
 After the second or the third applications, there can be felt a sense of irritation and tingling which is a 
sign the mixture is working. After some days to weeks, wart will shrink down and new fresh skin will 
replace it. For plantar warts, which are a lot more stubborn, bicarb soda can be mixed with spirits of 
camphor, which would eventually overpower even the obstinacy of the plantar warts and wear them 
off. 
Salicylic Acid 
One of the most common methods used in the removal of warts at home is the use of salicylic acid. 
Salicylic acid is a chemical substance which is caustic in nature. It is used not just for warts, but also for a 
lot of other skin problems like pimples, acne, and psoriasis. In fact, many of the chemical which available 
in the chemist shop capable of removing warts actually contain a good percentage of salicylic acid. 
Furthermore, salicylic acid can also get rid of the plantar warts on the feet, which are a fairly stubborn 
type of warts. 
The right kind of product containing salicylic acid has to be selected depending on the kind of warts that 
one has. They are available in a lot of types and concentrations.  They have to be applied on the specific 
area habituated by the warts. A common technique used in order to ensure that the acid doesn’t spread 
is the use of adhesive bandages in which they make a hole and then apply the bandage on the skin. Now 
the product is applied only on the exposed part, thereby ensuring that it doesn’t touch any other region. 



So firstly, the wart and the area surrounding it have to be washed and then patted dry. This is done in 
preparation to the application of salicylic acid, which when applied, is able to do its job. Then the 
directions mentioned in the product have to be followed. It would either direct one to use a liquid on 
the wart and then cover it with a bandage or it would provide a bandage with a hole as mentioned 
above. Either way, the directions have to be followed the salicylic acid applied in accordance to it. 
After the application, the wart has to be left like that for the period of time mentioned in the product 
packing which is typically is between 24 to 48 hours, post the application. At the lapse of the given 
period, the covering can be removed and then a fresh application can be made. Before this, however, 
the wart can be soaked in warm water for around 10 minutes and then filed in order to do away with 
the dead cells. The whole process can be repeated several times until there is complete disappearance 
of the wart from the skin, which generally would take some weeks. With every application of Salicylic 
acid, more and more parts of the wart begin disappearing until finally there are only dead cells left 
which can be filed away. 
Licorice Root Extract 
Licorice is a plant which is fifty times sweeter than sugar and is recognised all over the world for its 
medicinal value. Licorice root extract can also be used for the removal of warts. Licorice root is an 
important ingredient in a lot of medicines and ointments which are prescribed for warts and other such 
skin infections. 
At home, the licorice root has to be crushed first and then it has to be tied to the warts so that its 
medicinal powers can act on it. When this is done and the liquorice root is in direct contact with the 
wart, in a few days time, the wart disappears. Thus, it is one of the safest and the most convenient 
methods of getting rid of warts as it is completely natural. Also, it must be noted that it doesn’t cause 
any pain to the person infected with warts. 
Lemon Juice And Onion 
  Lemon juice has worked wonders for many people wanting to get rid of their warts. Even traditionally, 
it was used by the people as a substance with which they could get rid of warts or other such infections. 
Now we all know that lemon has citric acid as well as ascorbic acid. The acidic nature of lemon juice 
helps in getting rid of warts every easily. Citric acid has the power to exfoliate the skin while the ascorbic 
acid can heal it. The combined effect of them helps in getting permanently rid of unwanted warts. When 
applied more assiduously so as to ensure that it is done everyday at the right time and in the right 
concentration, the success rates become even better and they are gotten rid of very quickly. 
Onions also have some very healing touches when it comes to warts. They do cause irritation to the skin 
and they affect the blood circulation. On rubbing a wart with a piece of cut onion, there is often seen 
that the disappearance of the wart following the rubbing. As for those warts which are a little obstinate, 
onion juice can be applied on the wart and left there to dry. However, this method is not recommended 
for warts which are present on the face. 
 One must always remember that the methods used for the removal of warts on the hands and feet 
cannot be used for removal of warts from the face as the skin on the face is far more sensitive and may 
not be able to sustain the effects of very strong ingredients used in the treatment. Onion and lemon 
juice, however, some very common and effective methods of getting rid of warts.  
Pineapple Juice 
Pineapple juice is also widely used in getting rid of warts. Now warts are an infection which are viral in 
nature and therefore can spread to not just other parts of the body but also to other people around the 
person infected with it. Caused by the Human Papilloma Virus, warts and papilloma are a very severe 
form of skin infection which can easily spread from person to person. Pineapple juice is said to be of 
great benefit to the effect of removing warts from the skin of a person infected with the Human 
Papilloma Virus. 



One of the most common methods employed in the removal of warts involves the squeezing of 
pineapple juice over the wart. In place of the juice, even pineapple slices can be used over the wart. 
Continuous application will cause the wart to shrivel away in no time. Pineapple juice application is a 
very trusted and effective method of wart removal. It has been used since times immemorial for such 
infections. It has been tested over time and has an almost cent percent success rate. It is a natural and 
wholesome method of doing way with warts. 
Pineapple juice has some very strong enzymes which on coming in contact with the wart initiate the 
process of disintegration. This process of disintegration causes the wart to shrivel off under the effect of 
the strong action of the enzymes which are biological catalysts. These enzymes fasten the process of 
getting rid of these unwanted warts. It is one of the best methods of getting rid of warts as it does not 
have any side effects and does not cause any pain. This is what motivates people to prefer it over other 
advanced options. 
 Apple Cider Vinegar And a Band-Aid 
A very popular and effective method when it comes to treating warts at home is the use of apple cider 
vinegar. There are a number of ways in which it can be applied for the desirable results to be observed. 
The most popular of these methods is the one in which the warts can just be soaked in apple cider 
vinegar everyday for some 15 minutes. This may take some time but is sure to rid one of those very 
unwanted and wretched warts. 
For our concern involving the use of apple cider vinegar and a band-aid, there is also a method 
proposed, which is pretty popular among the people for its convenience and efficacy. Apple cider 
vinegar is effective in getting rid of warts on account of the fact that it is acidic in nature. Also, it doesn’t 
per se kill the virus, but what is does is to soak the wart, which along with the virus withers off with 
time. For the method of removal involving a band-aid, it can be used specially in those areas where the 
accessibility of other modes of treatment is comparatively lower on account of their increased softness 
and sensitivity. 
Firstly, the area where the wart is present has to be cleaned thoroughly and all the dirt etc has to be 
diligently removed. After that a cotton ball has to be soaked in pure apple cider vinegar which is then 
applied on the wart. Now as soon as that is done, the wart with the cotton ball on it has to be covered 
with a band aid so as to restrict its movement. After this, Vaseline can be applied on areas surrounding it 
so as to prevent irritation. After a few days, the wart goes away leaving behind an all healed skin. 
Garlic Rub 
Among the home treatment methods, a very popular method which a lot of people rely on is the use of 
garlic. Everyone knows that garlic has a very important antiviral properties which is why it has been 
traditionally used to get rid of infections. Warts are the result of a viral infection caused the Human 
Papilloma Virus. Garlic is first to be crushed so that it forms a soft mass. Then the garlic has to be applied 
on the skin. The wart then has to be covered with a band-aid. The band aid is then to be removed after 
some 24 hours. 
The formation of a blister is observed on removing the band aid. However, the wart generally falls off in 
a week. In the process, the rest of the skin and the skin about the wart is protected by vitamin E. This is 
one of the most powerful methods of wart removal at home. Experts believe that a garlic rub coupled 
with the application of salicylic acid is the most effective methods of warts removal. 
The main ingredients in garlic which makes it such a good killer of warts are the sulphur compounds. It is 
these sulphur compounds which lend all those medicinal properties to garlic. 
Heat (Hot Water) Another method used  for treating warts at home is the use of hot water. The water 
must be as hot as possible WITHOUT burning the skin, the aim to treat the wart, not to cause scolding. 
Submerge the wart in the hot water for 5 to 10 minutes, after which time remove and pat dry with 
paper towel. Discard the paper towel.   



After treating it with hot water, the wart is very soft and can be filed with emery board, removing all the 
dead tissue, following which the wart finally withers away. Care must be taken to be soft with the wart 
so as to prevent excessive irritation and bleeding. Another way in which warts can be removed using hot 
water is by using hot and cold water alternatively which causes changes in the blood flow, which also is 
a great contributing factor towards the removal and treatment of warts. This treatment with hot water 
is especially effective in case of plantar warts which are stubborn and do not wear off that easily. Thus 
hot water is also a very convenient, cheap and effective method of getting rid of warts. 

 15 Wart and Papilloma Truths 
What are the Causes of Warts and Papilloma? 
Warts and Papilloma are caused by a virus called Human Papilloma Virus or HPV. This virus is from the 
Papilloma family and is greatly infectious for human (other strains in the Papilloma family affect 
animals). Like most other virus forms from the Papilloma family, HPV targets skin and mucous 
membranes. There are not many established symptoms to spot the infection of the Human Papilloma 
Virus in human beings, but out of the few that there are, the most common are warts, and for this 
reason, until they present, many carriers don't know they are infected. Warts are a rugged and rough 
growth which occurs primarily on a person’s hands and feet, but has the potential to develop elsewhere 
too. 
It is very important to mention and remember that Warts and Papillomas are non-cancerous, that is, 
they do not cause cancer in human beings. They are a result of the infection of the Human Papilloma 
Virus. There are about 130 different types of Human Papilloma Virus known today and out of these, 
each HPV can infect a particular or specific body part. Warts are formed on the skin when the infection 
causing virus causes the keratin, which is the hard protein layer on the epidermis, to grow at an 
abnormally high rate at a particular region on the body. The most dangerous aspect about these warts is 
that they are contagious and can spread by simple acts of touching like scratching or stroking a wart. 
Thus, Papilloma caused by the Human Papilloma Virus, when expressed in a relatively minor form on the 
surface of the skin is called a ‘wart’ which is used to describe rough growths on a person’s skin. 
What is the Difference Between Warts, Papilloma and the HPV Virus? The Human Papilloma Virus or the 
HPV is a virus from the Papilloma family. 
These virus forms infect the epithelium or the skin and there are different types of small structures 
which are formed on the skin as a result of that virus. Most of the known forms of HPV do not cause any 
symptoms in the human being. While some cause typical skin infections, some of the other forms are 
known to cause cancer, especially in the reproductive organs like the penis, vagina, vulva etc. Other 
parts of the body where the HPV infection can lead to cancer include the anus and the oropharynx. 
There are some 130 different types of HPV known to medical science and microbiology. Out of these, 
the majority of viruses work in mysterious ways with showing emphatic symptoms or traits. 
Papilloma is a benign or a non-cancerous tumour which expresses itself through finger like projections. 
Although a majority of papillomas are non-cancerous, there are some which can are referred to as 
precancerous and cancerous. Considering this context, the word ‘papilla’ is used to refer to and describe 
a projection on the skin caused due to Papilloma infection. Also, there are some cases where Papilloma 
is caused by a non-viral cause, for example nasal Papilloma can be caused as a consequence of a tissue 
injury. 
A Human Papilloma Virus infection on the epidermis is called a wart, which is a rough growth on the 
surface of the skin and its appearance is often resembled with a tiny cauliflower or a solidified blister. 
These warts are absolutely non-cancerous but that is not to say that they cannot pass from one person 
to the other. They are contagious and can spread by simple acts of touching. A more severe and slightly 
different infection presents as a papilloma, which is a deep rooted growth which protrudes further 
outward is also non-cancerous but also infectious. These are less common than warts. Warts in the 
reproductive organs, called genital warts are very highly contagious, and are caused by a different strain 



of the HPV than the one which causes warts on the rest of the body. It is also noteworthy to mention 
that the virus which causes genital warts cannot cause cervical cancer and cannot cause the formation 
of warts in any other part of the body. Genital warts are caused by infection from one specific strain of 
HPV. 
After Treating Warts, What are the Chances of Them Returning? 
Unfortunate as it is, warts can and do return after they are treated. Warts are skin growths that are 
caused by the Human Papilloma Virus and the virus enters the body either through a broken area on the 
skin or through contact with an infected person and there is no cure for the virus, just treatment for the 
symptoms. There are different kinds of warts, the most common of which, known as the common wart, 
disappears over time. Warts are generally not cancerous in nature. There are number of treatments that 
a person can employ if they want to get rid of warts and papillomas on their body. Warts, though they 
can occur anywhere on the body, are primarily found on the hands and feet. With the home treatments 
and natural products available, most warts can easily be eradicated from the body. Though even after 
removal there are chances that warts may reoccur. Sometimes the warts become out of control that 
requires special treatment and may need proper medical care.  
How to Treat Warts Without Going to the Dermatologist? Duct tape therapy is one that works quite well 
to get rid of warts. Scientific research backs this treatment. What one has to do is apply the duct tape on 
the wart and should keep covered for a week. When the week goes by, the duct tape should be 
removed and the area should be soaked in water after which a good scrub succeeded by a pumice 
stone. If the wart still does not come off easily then the entire procedure needs to be repeated. One 
may want to wait for another week or two before he tries again. Aloe is another useful option to get rid 
of warts. This procedure involves a small cotton ball to be soaked in aloe gel and taped on to the wart. 
Every few hours more aloe needs to be added onto the cotton. The cotton ball should be left on the 
wart for a few days, except when it has to be changed for a fresh piece of cotton. The wart will begin to 
fall off in some days or weeks. The third option is to use Castor oil to eliminate warts. The oil should be 
applied directly to the wart and then the area should be massaged. This should be done twice daily for a 
number of weeks, until the warts begin to disappear. You could also cover the area where you apply the 
castor oil with the help of a bandage. It will take about three weeks for the wart to disappear. 
These are three very popular home remedies and as should be used when is certain that the area being 
treated is a wart or papilloma, for instance if you have had warts before and know what they look like. It 
should be noted that no home remedies are available for genital warts and medical assistance should be 
immediately sought.  
What is the Difference is Between Warts on Your Hands and Genital Warts Caused by Human Papilloma 
Virus? 
 Warts are caused by the Human Papilloma Virus of the Papilloma family. They are small, rough 
outgrowths on the skin caused by the infection of the HPV. Most types of warts occur on the hand and 
the feet only, though they can actually occur in any part of the body. They mainly occur on the soft 
epithelial cells or the mucous membranes. Genital warts are the warts which grow in the reproductive 
areas of the body. These organs include the penis, the vagina, the vulva, the cervix, the urethra and the 
area around the anus. 
 While common warts on hands and feet generally wither away with time, Genital warts last longer are 
highly contagious and a sexually transmitted disease. They can be transmitted if there is involvement of 
mouth, vagina or anus. A lot of times, they cannot be seen, thus keeping the carrier in the dark about his 
illness. One may not notice it even after 6 months or even for years after infection, but the warts keep 
growing. 
 Warts on hands and feet can be easily spotted and felt. But the genital warts are more often than not, 
way too small to be noticed with naked eye. In women, genital warts maybe found inside the vagina or 
anus, or sometimes outside the vagina or anus. In men, it can be found on the penis, the scrotum, and 



the thighs, in the groin region or around the anus. While warts on hands do not have any remarkable 
side effects, the genital warts have a number of possible symptoms and effects. There may be some kind 
of a discharge from the genitals and excessive bleeding during sex in the case of women. While the 
warts on the hands and feet are characteristically dry, there is always dampness around the genital 
warts.  
How to Prevent Warts From Spreading to Other People?  Warts and Papilloma are caused by the Human 
Papilloma Virus and like all the other diseases caused by any organism of the virus family, the HPV too is 
contagious. The virus generally enters from regions with broken skins and through physical contact with 
anyone infected with the disease. Therefore, close physical contact or physical intimacy must be avoided 
with someone who is infected with warts and papilloma. It is an established fact that it is very easy for a 
virus to travel from a carrier to a healthy body in no time at all. Therefore, if there is increased physical 
proximity, the chances of it spreading are fairly high. 
One must avoid scratching someone’s warts and should definitely maintain a barrier between 
themselves and someone with papilloma, i.e., latex/vinyl gloves or a latex condom in the case of a 
sexual partner (a condom does not eliminate all possibility of transmission). A person who is already 
infected with HPV and has warts, must avoiding his own warts as that way the infection spreads to the 
person’s fingertips and nails. Therefore, it not just increases the spread of the infection, but also 
increases the chances of transmission to healthy individuals. One must also avoid sharing clothes and 
utensils with someone who is infected with Human Papilloma Virus and has warts. 
 Precaution becomes all the more important in the case of genital warts. The only way to avoid getting 
the infection from someone who already has it, is complete abstinence and self-restrain. Although 
condoms are a must for safe sex and are to a certain degree helpful in this case too, they are certainly 
not enough. Even if the penis is covered, there is an establishment of contact between the infected 
region and rest of the body of the partner, especially the areas surrounding the genitals. Thus, the only 
way to avoid the spread of warts and papillomas is by avoiding physical intimacy or closeness between 
the carrier and a health person. 
Do Home Cryotherapy Treatments Work? 
Warts are a very undesirable lesion on the body of a person infected with Human Papilloma Virus or the 
HPV. They are not just contagious but tend to recur throughout a person's lifetime. Now what happens 
very often is that some people have just a few warts here and there and therefore are not very inclined 
to go see a doctor for what they consider something as minor as that. 
Now most of the methods available in the market are not affordable and convenient for the infected 
person. As a result of this, more and more people resorted to not doing anything about it. But with the 
advancement of science and its increased commercialisation, there are now available home kits for 
treating and consequently doing away with ones warts. One of these techniques includes the 
cryotherapy method which can even be carried out at home. 
Now cryotherapy is the kind of therapy wherein the target cells are killed by exposing them to 
unbearably low temperatures. Traditionally, one had to visit a doctor for cryotherapy which involved the 
usage of liquid nitrogen. Then cryotherapy home kits entered the scenes which replaced the liquid 
nitrogen with dimethyl ether. 
 These kits can only be used in case of warts and not for any other lesion. It contains a freezing chemical 
which is sprayed on the wart with the help of an applicator. It generally takes two weeks for a wart to 
leave the skin and if doesn’t the kit can be used again, and the success rate after the second treatment is 
relatively good. For the expense, it is definitely worth trying a home cryotherapy treatment. Most of the 
manufacturing companies recommend that a particular wart should not be subject to the chemical more 
than three times, after which time, see a doctor or skin care specialist. 
What Can You Expect After Cryotherapy? 



Cryotherapy is the form of treatment in which the targets cells which have to be destroyed are exposed 
to gases or chemical at extremely low temperatures.  Now if the infected person uses a home 
cryotherapy kit, the warts first often develop a kind of blister at the base which eventually leads to 
withering off after fourteen days. There may be cases where it may return, in which case, these kits can 
be used again, although not exceeding three times. 
Cryotherapy done under a doctor’s supervision is far stronger and the results are a little more quickly 
shown. Under cryotherapy, on being exposed to the freezing chemical, the wart first turns white and 
then after 15 to 20 minutes, there develops a blister right under it. The blister generally disappears in 
two days time and there is a growth of new cells. 
However the success rate of cryotherapy among the people infected with it varies according to the 
nature of the wart, their number and size. Cryotherapy can be used on warts on all the different areas 
that are infected with the HPV. It can be used on the face, hands, legs and even the genitals. Studies say 
that warts in areas other than the hands and the feet can be cured with a single freeze. Also, 
cryotherapy has been most successful in cases where treatment occurs every fortnightly  or weekly for 
three weeks. It is one of the most preferred ways of getting rid of warts.  
How Many Cryotherapy Treatments are Needed for it to be Effective? 
Cryotherapy is the form of treatment in which a target cell which has to be destroyed is subjected to 
extremely low temperatures. So when the freezing chemical is sprayed on the wart, there is a stinging 
effect following which there develops a blister right below the wart which takes time to disappear. 
During home cryotherapy, it takes around 14 days for it to go where as in surgical cryotherapy, it takes 
not more than two days for the wart to leave the skin. 
 Most experts are of the opinion that the highest success rates are observed in cases where there have 
been treatments occurring every two to three weeks. Most specialists believe that for warts occurring 
on any other area except the hands and the feet, a single freeze is enough while for the common warts 
on the face, they believe that surgical procedure of removal can and should be used as a second-line 
therapy.  
 
 
What are the Safest Methods for Treating Warts and Papillomas on Children? The first thing one should 
do when a child develops a wart is to take him to the doctor and get it diagnosed. It can be some other 
skin ailment misunderstood to be wart and therefore the parent should get an expert’s opinion on 
whether it is actually a wart or not. When diagnosed, they should commence with the treatment as soon 
as possible. 
 On securing permission from the doctor concerned, they should start taking the medications which are 
prescribed especially for warts. These medications have acids which cause the wart to wither away. 
However, care should be taken in its application so as not to come in contact with the healthy skin 
surrounding the warts. It is also advised to soak the wart in warm water before applying any medicine 
on it as that helps to clear the dead skin away. 
 For those people who are not very happy with the idea of applying acidic chemicals on their child’s face, 
they can opt for duct tapes. The wart is to be covered with the tape for several days following which 
when the tape is removed, the wart is to be soaked in warm water and then it is to be filed so as to 
remove the dead cells. Then, another tape has to be applied and so on and so forth. This might take a 
few months but is a safe and sure way of getting rid of warts. 
HUMAN PAPILLOMA VIRUS  The Human Papilloma Virus or the HPV is from the Papilloma family and 
causes skin infections in human beings. It is a highly contagious virus. Around 130 different forms of it 
are known to microbiological science today. They can go undetected for quite a long time after having 
caused an infection. They cause warts and papillomas in human beings which are contagious skin 
diseases.  



Does the HPV Cause Cervical Cancer? 
 The HPV is a very contagious virus which when it causes genital warts, assumes its most dangerous 
form. It is a sexually transmitted disease and demands immediate attention. It is the most common and 
prevalent cause for cervical cancer. Genital HPV infection is the most widespread of all the causes of 
cervical cancer. Most of the time, the immune system fights the virus and does not allow it to cause any 
damage to the woman. However, there are a small percentage of women in whom the virus is not 
rendered dead and it goes on to grow and eventually turn the normal cells into cancerous cells. 
 Initially, the only changes which occur or the only notable symptoms are those of a typical viral 
infection. Consequently, however they begin to show changes which suggest the development of a 
precancerous stage. This stage is known as cervical intra epithelial neoplasia. Sometimes but not often, 
the precancerous changes go away with time. However, in those few women who have an altered 
immune system, it grows and develops into what we call cervical cancer. It is vital that a woman has her 
regular pap smear if she has genital warts 
 There are vaccines available which one can take in order to avoid the repercussions of an infection of 
Human Papilloma Virus which goes on to cause cervical cancer, and these vaccines are available to both 
of men and women.  
How does the HPV spread?  Of all the contagious diseases known to mankind, the genital human 
papilloma virus is the one of the most easily spread. It is, as a matter of fact, the most common sexually 
transmitted disease. There are around 40 types of virus which can cause a genital infection in both men 
and women. 
 When a non-carrier comes in contact with a wart on a  HPV carrier, it can easily spread to the healthy 
person. When the carrier scratches a wart, the infection not just spreads to his other body parts via his 
nails, but is also out in the open to infect the people who are around him. In case of papillomas too, it 
can spread very easily from a person who is infected to a healthy person who is sharing space with him. 
 The most common of all these transmissions is the one involving the genital human papilloma virus 
infection which spreads through sexual interactions. It can spread through both vaginal and anal 
intercourse. It can be transmitted as a result of oral sex and even the touching of genitalia of the male 
and the female partner, or the same sex partners for that matter. It can be passed between both 
homosexual and heterosexual partners even there is absolutely no sign or symptom indicating the 
presence of infection of that virus. It must also be mentioned that a person may develop the infection 
years after having had a sexual encounter with someone infect with it. Thus, it can spread very easily 
which is why it is the most common sexually transmitted disease. 
Is the Vaccine Safe and How Long does it Last?  The Human Papilloma Virus is one which can pass from 
person to person through a sexual contact and it is a pretty common virus. More often than not, it does 
not cause the development of any symptoms in the person who is infected with it and therefore the 
person is not even aware of the fact that he is infected. There are as many as 40 different types of HPVs 
which can cause a genital infection. Some of these can lead to the growth of cervical cancer in the 
women where as in the case of men, there can be development of different kinds of cancer. There are 
other types of course which cause all sorts of common and genital warts in the body. The HPV vaccines 
aim to prevent the HPV from adversely affecting the body and thus preventing it from diseases like 
cervical cancer or warts. 
 There are currently available two kinds of vaccines which prevent the transmission of the Human 
Papilloma Virus. These two vaccines are the Gardasil and Cervarix. Both these vaccines prevent the two 
types of HPVs which are responsible for most of the outcome of an HPV infection. These two types are 
the HPV-16 and the HPV-18 virus. They are responsible for around 70% of cancer cases observed. They 
also prevent the body against some minor and low-risk HPVs too. 
 These human papilloma virus vaccines are remarkably effective against the HPVs and young women are 
encouraged in most of the countries to get themselves administered with these vaccines. Gardasil is 



basically a 3 dose vaccine and is recommended for women between the ages of 9 and 26. Both Gardasil 
and Cervarix are licensed and are pretty safe for use. Gardasil also prevents against genital warts and 
cancers of other reproductive organs like the vagina, vulva and also of the anus. It is also recommended 
for homosexual or bisexual people. Gardasil is also licensed for men between the ages of 9 and 26 and is 
very effective. The best time to take it is during the  early teens, a long time before he or she comes 
sexually active.  
Does the Genital HPV Infect Men? 
 The Human Papilloma Virus is a contagious infection which spreads from person to person through 
close personal contact or in the case of a genital infection, from a sexual encounter. Research in this 
field asserts that the chances of a person getting infected with the HPV are in direct proportion to the 
degree of sexual activity they are involved in. There are, as a matter of fact, some 40 different types of 
viruses which can cause a genital HPV infection. These types can affect and infect the male genitalia. It 
can infect the skin on and around the penis, and that of the anus. They can also infect a man’s mouth 
and throat. 
 The HPV most commonly passes on through vaginal and anal intercourse. It can also be transmitted 
through oral sex. Even simple contact between the genitals of the two partners can facilitate the 
transmission of the human papilloma virus. In most of the cases, the person who has the infection, is not 
even aware of the fact that he has it. Therefore, unknowingly he passes it on to someone else and that 
someone passes it on to someone else. 
 It is possible for men who are infected with the HPV to never develop any signs or symptoms. 
How Genital Warts Treated? The Human Papilloma Virus is a virus of the Papilloma family and is highly 
contagious. There are around a 100 HPV infection causing types, out of which around 40 are sexually 
transmitted. Unfortunately, there is no cure per se for the infection cause by the Human Papilloma 
Virus, but what comes as a relief is the fact that often times, the infection just withers away on its own. 
Otherwise, the following treatments are available. Cryotherapy: The wart is frozen using Liquid 
Nitrogen. First it will feel very cold, then it will throb and a blister will form. Cryotherapy on genital warts 
can be very uncomfortable, and it not recommended that a sufferer attempt a home treatment. 
Chemical Paint: The area is painted with a medical treatment which causes the wart to shrink and die, 
then heal on its own. This treatment can leave the sufferer feeling a burning sensation, and is not 
suitable for pregnant women. Cream: There are a few creams that are quite effective in removing 
genital warts but tend to remove quite a lot of the skin around them too. Not as painful as the chemical 
paint but treatment tends to take a little longer, and is not as hazardous to pregnant women. 
Burning: The patient is usually given a local anesthetic to numb the area then a doctor will use laser or a 
hot wire to burn the wart off. Some minimal scarring and minor discomfort comes with this treatment. 
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Sensory receptors often receive strongly dynamic, or time varying, inputs in their natural 

environments. Characterizing their dynamic properties requires control and measurement of 

the stimulus over a frequency range that equals or exceeds the receptor response. 

Techniques for dynamic stimulation of olfactory receptors have lagged behind other major 

sensory modalities because of difficulties in controlling and measuring the concentration of 

odorants at the receptor. We present a new method for delivering olfactory stimulation that 

gives linear, low-noise, wide frequency range control of odorant concentration. A servo-

controlled moving bead of silicone elastomer occludes the tip of a Pasteur pipette that 

releases odorant plus tracer gas into a flow tube. Tracer gas serves as a surrogate indicator 

of odorant concentration and is measured by a photoionization detector. The system has 

well-defined time-dependent behavior (frequency response and impulse response functions) 

and gives predictable control of odorant over a significant volume surrounding the animal. 

The frequency range of the system is about 0-100 Hz. System characterization was based 

on random (white noise) stimulation, which allows more rapid and accurate estimation of 

dynamic behavior than deterministic signals such as sinusoids or step functions. Frequency 

response functions of Drosophila electroantennograms stimulated by fruit odors were used 

to demonstrate a typical application of the system 
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When odorants bind to the sensory cilia of olfactory sensory neurons, the cells respond with 

an electrical output signal, typically a short train of action potentials. This review describes 

the present state of knowledge about the olfactory signal transduction process. In the last 

decade, a set of transduction molecules has been identified which help to explain many 

aspects of the sensory response. Odor-induced second-messenger production, activation of 

transduction channels, the central role of the ciliary Ca2+ concentration, as well as 

mechanisms that mediate adaptation, are all qualitatively understood on the basis of a 

consistent scheme for chemoelectrical transduction. This scheme, although necessarily 

incomplete, can serve as a working model for further experimentation which may reveal 

kinetical aspects of signal transduction processes in olfactory sensory neurons 
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The application of electroencephalographic techniques to the study of human olfaction: a 
review and tutorial. 
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The use of a variety of electrophysiological techniques to determine the effects of odor on 

the nervous system is reviewed. Methods and problems associated with the collection of on-

going EEG, chemosensory event-related potentials, and contingent negative variation data 

are discussed in depth as is the use of odors as modulators of brain potentials produced by 

other senses. In addition, the advantages of several seldom used EEG analysis techniques 

are discussed with respect to the unique problems of understanding olfaction. 
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New results as revealed by scanning and transmission electron microscopy have given us further 

knowledge about the structure of the olfactory region of vertebrates. With comparative studies we are 

now able to discuss the functional relationship of this region. In all vertebrates the olfactory cell is a 

primary sensory cell. The apical segment of the olfactory cell with its olfactory vesicle is involved in 

the formation of the olfactory border. As a rule of the receptor possesses cilia or cilia-like processes. 

These are absent in the olfactory receptor of the shark, the microvillus receptor of the fish and the 

olfactory cell of Jabonsons organ of amphibians, reptiles and mammals. The odorous substances in the 

fish are brought to the receptor membrane by the water flow. In air breathing vertebrates a terminal 

film is present. This film is a product of secretion from the Bowmans glands. Gasous odorous 

substances must first be dissolved in the terminal film and penetrate it before reaching the receptor 

membrane. The cilia-like olfactory process of the fish in the proximal segment is not essentially 

different from the kinocilia of the supporting cell, except that they are shorter. In contrast the 

olfactory cell of air-breathing vertebrates form cilia-like processes with a short cilia-like proximal 

segment and a long and very thin distal end piece. In the amphibians and sauropsidians the end 

pieces can have a length of up to 150 mu and up to 80 mu in mammals. The olfactory vesicles with its 

processes undergo continuous regeneration. The olfactory epithelium of man show the same structural 

formation as observed in other mammals. Regressive changes in the adult can lead to a reduction in 

the number of sensory cells and also to a flattening of the epithelium. Morphological criteria for 

regenerative processes in the sensory cell structures are present. A specialized olfactory cell type has 

been found in some teleosts. This cell is characterized by a small pit below the olfactory border in 

which the cilia of the olfactory cell are redrawn. There is some evidence that this olfactory cell type 

may be compared with the olfactory cells in the parafollicular tubes of lamprey. The so called rod-

shaped receptor in the olfactory mucosa of fishes has no axon and is therefore no olfactory cell. The 
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same kind of cell is also present in the olfactory mucosa of air-breathing animals. We classify this cell 

as brush cell 

 

: Exp Neurol. 1992 Jan;115(1):50-4.  Links 

Receptor cell regeneration and connectivity in olfaction and taste. 

Oakley B, Riddle DR. 

Department of Biology, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor 48109. 

The capacity of adult mammalian gustatory and olfactory receptor cells to regenerate and 

make synaptic reconnections provides examples that may be useful in initiating 

replacement of other kinds of sensory receptor cells. The sensory code for taste quality may 

not be degraded by taste receptor cell turnover because axons probably recouple to the 

appropriate type of new receptor cell by axon-receptor cell affinity. Experiments on the 

development and regeneration of taste receptor cells suggest that they regenerate and turn 

over by recapitulating the late but not the early steps in taste bud development. To 

evaluate the replacement of vertebrate olfactory receptors, we began by characterizing the 

spatial pattern of primary olfactory projections in rainbow trout. Contiguous clusters of HRP-

labeled olfactory receptor neurons (ORN) make highly divergent projections to the olfactory 

bulb. Retrograde transport of fluorescent latex beads revealed that a given restricted site in 

the glomerular layer received axons from ORNs widely scattered in the epithelium. Hence, 

ORN axons do not form point-to-point or regional topographic maps. Rather, the olfactory 

epithelial sheet makes a plane-to-point or holographic-like projection, since any given point 

in the glomerular layer receives information from the entire olfactory epithelial plane. 

Receptor cells that reacted with the lectin pokeweed agglutinin were highly dispersed in the 

olfactory epithelium with axons widely scattered in the olfactory nerve. Yet, as a 

consequence of the extensive reaggregation of axons at the nerve-bulb interface, the lectin-

positive axons fasciculated and converged into a subregion of the glomerular 

layer.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS) 

 

 

Physiol Behav. 2004 Oct 30;83(1):13-9.  Links 

Recording of the human electro-olfactogram. 

Knecht M, Hummel T. 

Smell and Taste Clinic, Department of Otorhinolaryngology, University of Dresden Medical School, 

Fetscherstrasse 74, 01307 Dresden, Germany. 
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Electro-olfactograms (EOG) are electrical potentials of the olfactory epithelium that occur in 

response to olfactory stimulation. The EOG represents the sum of generator potentials of 

olfactory receptor neurons. While this response has been used extensively in animal 

research, there are only a handful of papers describing the properties of the human EOG. In 

addition to a discussion of methodological issues related to the EOG, this review 

summarizes the characteristics and uses of these recordings. Among other results, EOGs 

have been used to provide evidence for the dominant role of the central nervous system in 

olfactory desensitization, for the functional characterization of the olfactory epithelium, the 

specific topographical distribution of olfactory receptors, or the expression of olfactory 

receptor neurons in response to exposure to odorants, and the characterization of certain 

odorants as olfactory receptor antagonists. In conclusion, in combination with nasal 

endoscopy and air-dilution olfactometry, the EOG is a unique part of a large array of 

techniques used to provide a complete picture of the processing of olfactory information in 

humans. 

 

 

Ann N Y Acad Sci. 1998 Nov 30;855:109-15.  Links 

Induced peripheral sensitivity in the developing vertebrate olfactory system. 

Hudson R, Distel H. 

Instituto de Investigaciones Biomédicas, Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México, Ciudad 

Universitaria, Mexico. robyn@imp.med.uni-muenchen.de 

The high dimensionality and unpredictability of the chemical world makes it difficult for the 

olfactory system to anticipate relevant stimuli and construct neural filters accordingly. A 

developmental solution to this problem would be to alter the sensory surface according to 

environmental conditions so as to enhance sensitivity to molecules of particular relevance. 

Evidence for this has been obtained in the rabbit. By feeding pregnant does aromatic 

juniper berries, it could be shown that newborn, weanling and even adult animals 

demonstrate a preference for juniper odor without subsequent postnatal experience, and 

that this is associated with enhanced peripheral sensitivity for juniper odor as measured by 

electro-olfactogram (EOG). This is consistent with the report that in young salmon olfactory 

imprinting is associated with enhanced, odor-specific sensitivity of receptor cells as 

measured by patch clamp. The mechanisms underlying such changes are unknown, 

including the extent to which they are a particular feature of developing systems. 

 

 

Neurosci Lett. 2006 Apr 24;397(3):224-8. Epub 2006 Jan 19.  Links 
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Electro-olfactograms are present when odorous stimuli have not been perceived. 

Hummel T, Mojet J, Kobal G. 

Smell & Taste Clinic, Department of Otorhinolaryngology, University of Dresden Medical School, 

Fetscherstrasse 74, 01307 Dresden, Germany. thummel@rcsurz.tu-dresden.de 

After chemical stimulation of the human olfactory epithelium it is possible to record a 

negative response (electro-olfactogram, EOG) which is interpreted as the summated 

generator potential of olfactory neurons. The aim of the present investigation was to test 

whether the EOG is present when olfactory stimuli have not been perceived. Stimulation 

was performed with vanillin and eugenol at supraliminal and subliminal levels. Twelve 

healthy volunteers participated in the experiments. Stimuli were applied at an interstimulus 

interval of approximately 60s. Although recordings were successful in 4 of the 12 subjects, 

for both stimulants EOG could be obtained even when the stimuli had not been perceived by 

the subjects. EOG recordings in response to supra- and subliminal stimuli exhibited no 

major differences, except for the onset of the EOG in response to subliminal eugenol-stimuli 

which were prolonged compared to supraliminal stimulation. All in all, the present data 

provide a physiological basis for the subliminal influence of odorous stimuli on human 

behavior. 

 

 

Clin Neurophysiol. 2004 Jul;115(7):1631-40.  Links 

A new non-invasive method for recording the electro-olfactogram using external electrodes. 

Wang L, Hari C, Chen L, Jacob T. 

School of Biosciences, Cardiff University, Museum Avenue, Cardiff CF10 3US, UK. 

OBJECTIVE: The aim of this investigation was to explore the possibility of recording the 

electro-olfactogram (EOG) using external electrodes placed on the root of the nose on 

either side of the bridge and at the medial termination of the eyebrows. The EOG is 

considered to be the summated generator potential of olfactory receptor cells and therefore 

represents peripheral olfactory events. Recording of human EOG is technically difficult due 

to poor access to the olfactory mucosa and the nasal irritation is tolerated by few subjects. 

METHODS: The evoked potentials at these sites in response to two odourants, n-amyl 

acetate and benzaldehyde, were recorded simultaneously with the EOG, recorded 

conventionally with an intranasal electrode, and the olfactory event-related potential 

(OERP) recorded using scalp electrodes. RESULTS: The extranasal potential recorded at the 

root of the nose, 0.5-1 cm below the nasion, 1 cm from the ridge and ipsilateral with the 

stimulus, had the highest degree of correlation with the intranasal EOG. We refer to this site 

as N1 (left side) and N2 (right side). Further analysis demonstrated that the latency, the 
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time constant of the rising phase and the amplitude of the evoked potential recorded at N1 

also had a higher correlation coefficient with the EOG than did those potentials recorded at 

other sites. Statistical analysis indicated that the latency and time constant of the response 

recorded externally at N1 were the same as those of the EOG recorded intranasally. 

CONCLUSIONS: We conclude that an olfactory evoked potential, with many of the 

characteristics of the EOG recorded from the olfactory mucosa, can be recorded externally 

at a site close to the bridge of the nose. SIGNIFICANCE: This non-invasive method of 

recording the EOG will have benefits for the objective assessment of olfactory function. 

 

J Nanosci Nanotechnol. 2002 Oct;2(5):545-55. Links 

Electromagnetic fields on a quantum scale. I. 

Grimes DM, Grimes CA. 

Department of Electrical Engineering, Pennsylvania State University, University Park, Pennsylvania, 

USA. 

This is the first in a series of two articles, the second of which provides an exact electro-

magnetic field description of photon emission, absorption, and radiation pattern. Photon 

energy exchanges are analyzed and shown to be the triggered, regenerative response of a 

non-local eigenstate electron. This first article presents a model-based, hidden variable 

analysis of quantum theory that provides the statistical nature of wave functions. The 

analysis uses the equations of classical electro-magnetism and conservation of energy while 

modeling an eigenstate electron as a nonlocal entity. Essential to the analysis are physical 

properties that were discovered and analyzed only after the historical interpretation of 

quantum mechanics was established: electron non-locality and the standing electro-

magnetic energy that accompanies and encompasses an active, electrically small volume. 

The standing energy produces a driving radiation reaction force that, under certain 

circumstances, is many orders of magnitude larger than currently accepted values. These 

properties provide a sufficient basis for the Schrödinger equation as a descriptor of non-

relativistic eigenstate electrons in or near equilibrium. The uncertainty principle follows, as 

does the exclusion principle. The analysis leads to atomic stability and causality in the sense 

that the status of physical phenomena at any instant specifies the status an instant later 
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Abstract: 

 This study demonstrates the safety and effective qualities of the SCIO device used in a large 

scale study. A large scale study of over 97,000 patients with over 275,000 patient visits reported their 

diseases. Many of them reported this disease. And the results of their therapy is reported in this study. 

 There were 43,023 patients with reported infections. Infections ranging from virus to worms, 

bacteria to fungus, and ricketsia to pion. This study chronicles their SCIO treatment in general terms.  

Introduction: 

Over View:  

 This Large scale research was designed to produce a extensive study of people with a wide variety of 

diseases to see who gets or feels better while using the SCIO for stress reduction and patient monitoring. The SCIO 

is a evoked potential Universal Electro-Physiological Medical apparatus that gauges how a individual reacts to 

miscellaneous homeopathic substances. The device is registered in Europe, America, Canada, S Africa, Australia, S. 

America, Mexico and elsewhere. The traditional software is fully registered. Some additional functions where 

determined by the manufacturer to be worthy of evaluation. Thus a study was necessary to determine safety and 

efficacy. (As a result of these studies these additional functions are now registered within the EC) 

 An European ethics committee was officially registered and governmental permission attained to do the 

insignificant risk study. Qualified registered and or licensed Biofeedback therapists where enlisted to perform the 

study. Therapists were enrolled from all over the world including N. America, Europe, Africa, Australia, Asia, and S. 

America. They were trained in the aspects of the study and how to attain informed consent and transmit the 

results to the ethics committee or IRB (Institutional Review Board).  

  2,569 therapists enlisted in the study. There were 98,760 patients. 69% had more than one visit. 43% had 

over two visits. There were over 275,000 patient visits recorded. The therapists were trained and supervised by 

medical staff. They were to perform the SCIO therapy and analysis. They were to report any medical suspected or 

confirmed diagnosis. Therapists personnel are not to diagnose outside of the realm of their scope of practice. Then 

the therapist is to inquire on any reported changes during the meeting and on follow-ups any measured variations. 

It must be pointed out that the Therapists were free to do any additional therapies they wish such as homeopathy, 

nutrition, exercise, etc. Therapists were told to not recommend synthetic drugs. Thus the evaluation was not 

reduced to just the device but to the total effect of seeing a SCIO therapist. 

 

Part 1. The emphasis was on substantiating safety followed by efficacy of the SCIO. 

Part 2. Proving the efficacy of the SCIO on diseases (emphasis on degenerative disease) 

Part 3. Proving the efficacy of the SCIO on the avant garde therapies of Complementary Med 

Part 4. QQC standardization  

 

 



Methods and Materials: 

 SCIO Device: 

 The SCIO is an evoked potential Universal Electro-Physiological Medical device that measures how a 

person reacts to items. It is designed to measure reactions for allergy, homeopathy, nutrition, sarcodes, nosodes, 

vitamins, minerals, enzymes and many more items. Biofeedback is used for pre-diagnostic work and or therapy. 

 The QXCI software will allow the unconscious of the patient to guide to repair electrical and vibrational 

aberrations in your body. For complete functional details and pictures, see appendix.  

 Subspace Software : 

 The QXCI software is designed for electro-physiological connection to the patient to allow reactivity 

testing and rectification of subtle abnormalities of the body electric. If a patient is not available a subspace or 

distance healing link has been designed for subspace therapeutics. Many reports of the success of the subspace 

have been reported and thus the effectiveness and the safety of the subspace link is part of this test. Many 

companies have tried to copy the subspace of Prof. Nelson and their counterfeit attempts have ended in failure. 

 SOC Index : 

 The SCIO interview opens with a behavioral medicine interview. This is called the SOC Index. Named after 

the work of Samuel Hahneman the father of homeopathy, he said that the body heals itself with it’s innate 

knowledge. But the patient can suppress or obstruct the healing process with some behavior. Hahneman said that 

the worst way to interfere with the healing natural process was allopathy or synthetic drugs. Theses upset the 

natural healing process by unnatural intervention and regulation disturbance. Other ways to Suppress or Obstruct 

the Cure are smoking, mercury amalgams, stress, lack of water, exercise and many others. This behavioral survey 

then gives an index of SOC.  

 The scores relate to the risk of Suppression and Obstruction to the natural Cure. The higher the scores the 

more the Suppression and or Obstruction. The scores of 100 or lower are ideal. A copy of the SOC index questions 

appear in the appendix. 

 Study Technicians : 

 The study technicians were educated and supervised by medical officers. The study technicians were to 

execute the SCIO therapy and analysis. All were trained to the standards of the International Medical University of 

Natural Education. Therapists from all over the world including N. America, Europe, Africa, Australia, Asia, S. 

America and elsewhere were enlisted to perform the study according to the Helsinki study ethics regulations.  

 They were to chronicle any medical suspected or confirmed diagnosis. Therapists personnel are not to 

diagnose outside of the realm of their scope of practice. Then the study technician is to inquire on any disclosed 

observations during the test and on follow-ups report any measured changes.  

 To test the device as subspace against the placebo effect, two of the 2,500+ therapists were given placebo 

SCIO devices that were totally outwardly the same but were not functional. These two blind therapists were then 

assigned 35 patients each (only 63 showed). This was to assess the double blind factor of the placebo effect as 

compared to the device. Thus the studied groups were  

A. placebo group, B. subspace group, and C. attached harness group.  



 Cross placebo group manipulation was used to further evaluate the effect.  

 Important Questions : these are the key questions of the study 

1. Define Diseases or Patient Concerns 

2. Percentage of Improvement in Symptoms  

3. Percentage of Improvement in Feeling Better  

4. Percentage of Improvement Measured  

5. Percentage of Improvement in Stress Reduction  

6. Percentage of Improvement in SOC Behavior  

7. What Measured+How (relevant measures to the patient’s health situation) 

8. If Patient worsened please describe in detail involving SOC_ 

 After the patient visit is was complete the data was e-mailed to the Ethics Committee or IRB for storage 

and then analysis. This maneuver minimized the risk of data loss or tampering. Case studies were reported 

separately in the disease analysis. 

Results: 

 Before we review the direct disease improvement profiles, we need to review the overall results. The first 

most basic of question in the results is the basic feedback of the generic patient conditions. 

1. Percentage of Improvement in Symptoms  

2. Percentage of Improvement in Feeling Better  

3. Percentage of Improvement Measured  

4. Percentage of Improvement in Stress Reduction  

5. Percentage of Improvement in SOC Behavior  

 The SOC index gives us great insight to this study. Each disease has a different cut off where the ability of 

the SCIO to help was compromised. In this infection group the SCIO cutoff was 90. This was particularly low for this 

type of study.  

The below reported statistics are not reflective of this cut off, but rather reflect the entire statistics 

The Large scale study had over 98,000 patients and 275,000 patient visits we have direct evidence of the safety 

and efficacy. A placebo group was used for the large scale test to help validate the results.  

INFECTION UNSPECIFIED 

This disease group number was 43,023. There were 93,890 patient visits 



 Subspace Treatment 24,516 patients, 18,507 SCIO Harness Patients 

OVERALL ASSESSMENT 

A. Subspace Treatment 25,516 patients 

There were 238 cases were patients reported a negative Improvement. 

None of these cases reported any major difficulty.  

There were 

439 cases reporting negative improvement of Symptoms,   .0173% of Subgroup 

69 cases reporting negative improvement in feeling better, .0001% of Subgroup 

32 cases reporting negative improvement in stress reduction .0001% of Subgroup 

23%--- Percentage of Improvement in Symptoms  

40%--- Percentage of Improvement in Feeling Better  

21%---.Percentage of Improvement Measured  

34%-- Percentage of Improvement in Stress Reduction  

19%----Percentage of Improvement in SOC Behavior  

5,431 patients reported measured infections. There was a 32% measured improvement over a one month period.  

 

B. SCIO Harness Treatment 18,507 patients 

There were 50 cases of patients who reported a negative Improvement. 

None of these cases reported any major difficulty.  

 There were 

531 cases reporting negative improvement of Symptoms,   .0028% of Subgroup 

12 cases reporting negative improvement in feeling better,  .0001% of Subgroup 

13 cases reporting negative improvement in stress reduction .0001% of Subgroup 

43%--- Percentage of Improvement in Symptoms  

43%--- Percentage of Improvement in Feeling Better  

32%---.Percentage of Improvement Measured  

68%-- Percentage of Improvement in Stress Reduction  



23%----Percentage of Improvement in SOC Behavior  

7,800 patients reported measured infections. There was a 56% measured improvement over a one month period. 

CASE STUDY TESTIMONIALS REPORT CONDENSATION: 

“I purchased the devise 2 years ago after a LONG journey with Lyme disease. I use it on my self and feel it is an 

extremely important tool that assists me in balancing my stressors and helps me prevent "recurring/relapses" that 

are often part of the "picture" of Lyme disease. 

My brother was then diagnoses with Barrett's esophagus ( he had severe digestive troubles for many years) and 

developed severe arthritis. He rarely goes to physicians. He is retired military and was finally persuaded to go to 

the VA hospital. Fortunately he was well treated ( physically and emotionally) and returned home. 

He then came to see me and experienced EPFX. He is quite "skeptical" of my holistic health focus but agreed none 

the less ( he has been impressed in the improvement in my health during the past 2 years). He was amazed. . . . . 

He said he couldn't not remember the last time he felt "this good". and returned home to "rave" about it to his 

wife. 

A year later he was "scoped" to monitor the Barett's esophagus, and was told there was no sign of it. In addition to 

EPFX, he made dietary changes and utilized nutritional supplements. The EPFX helped him see the value in 

addressing all aspects of health, mind, body, spirit and emotion that I doubt he would have otherwise even 

considered. 

I have VERY strong feelings about being an American and having FREEDOM of choice. My brother served in the 

Army for 23 years and "fought" for this right. WE MUST include the EPFX and holistic health as our right to choose 

the health care that is in alignment with each individual's belief system. 

Thanks you, Dr. Nelson, for all you do and have done to provide this "state of the art" devise and wisdom to us. 

Mississippi, U.S.A.” 

“A 42 year old female presented to me for lower back pain release, she had had physio but found it too painful to c 

continue, everywhere the physio touched caused her tremendous pain and she could not continue. I saw her for 5 

sessions of stress reduction and it became apparent during our sessions that she had been emotionally abused and 

abandoned by her mother at an early age. My client then decided to go onto antidepressants during our early 

sessions and by the 5
th

 sessions she was off the medication, mainly pain free apart from some occasional sciatic 

pain, could now continue with her Pilates which she had to discontinue due to pain. The client had been referred 

to me by her physio who contacted me to inform me of the incredible changes in the client’s pain and emotional 

state. 

A 4 year old boy was admitted to my local hospital with meningitis following chicken pox, he was confused, 

disorientated and had not slept for 2 days. The parents asked me to do a subspace session on him once the 

diagnosis was confirmed and within 10 minutes of the subspace session commencing the child fell asleep, the first 

time for 2 days, remained asleep for most of that day and night, woke up the following morning, temperature was 

down, he was orientated and discharged later that day. 

City unknown” 

“My first experience of having a Quantum session was quite amazing. 



I had not said anything to the technician that my eye sight was cloudy when I would look in the distance. I had 

been telling myself that I should go to the eye doctor and see what he would have to say about it. But that wasn't 

even a concern that day of my session, and I never mentioned it, or even thought of mentioning it to her. 

Anyway the next morning my eye sight was clear and has been since. This is about 4 years ago. I researched this 

and found that this was one type of a cataract. And because of this, I researched the device and had one session a 

month for 6 months before buying a device for myself.  

I also had eye floaters and they are gone too. 

I have fibromyalgia. It has been 4 years that I have had my device. When I over do muscles with cleaning windows, 

painting and etc. it would take me about a week to work out the pain using my hot tub and then applying essential 

oils at bed time. 

Now I don't feel any stress caused by pain the next day when I use the hot tub, oils and do a session on myself 

before going to bed. 

I had colon cancer 8 years ago followed with 6 months of chemo. I had awful chemo brain fog. My head felt awful 

and my concentration was really bad. I gained 35 pounds in 35 weeks. My joints were so painful that I would cry. I 

was dizzy and I couldn't stand the humid weather. I tried a couple drugs but they made me feel worse. I then found 

coral calcium and took a mega dose of it for 6 weeks and in 3 weeks my sore joints were all gone and my weight 

gain quit as soon as I started the coral calcium. I started on a mega dose of oxygen drops and my dizziness went 

away in about one month, and my body felt much better from my fibromyalgia. This was because the oxygen drops 

helped with the lack of oxygen to my brain (my dizziness) and with fibromyalgia , which I have read is one cause of 

lack of oxygen to the tissues. 

But my concentration and memory was still very bad when I got my device. I was scared! 

When I started working on my stress in the NLP panel the rectification numbers were way down in the teens and 

single numbers, and they went up and down, up and down, in that area for several sessions before going higher 

and higher. I also had many stressed areas of the brain. It took me 10 months to clear the stress. Each month I 

think back at the month before how I felt, and I knew I am making improvements each month, with all my stress. 

I often wondered if the brain would of been the place my cancer would of returned if it weren't for all my natural 

health. 

I also take a lot of whole food supplements. I still take my oxygen drops every day. I take only 1/4 of a sleeping pill 

which I got hooked on them when I had chemo. But I'm down to just 1/4 of one. 

I have not doctored with any health problems for 4 years. 

I have had some nerve problems in my arm when I would drive in the car and my arm would rest on the door 

handle arm rest area to long. When I get it, I do a session and the pain is gone the next morning. It is longer and 

longer between times when I get it now. 

Years ago I would get neuritis (Pain)in my head when we would go snowboarding and I would have to go in and get 

a shot for it. Last winter I got it just from going without my head being covered in the cold (Minnesota winters). 

Well I did stress management for it and in 3 days it was all gone. 



I would get a bad sinus infection every winter and would sometime have to take a couple rounds of antibiotics. I 

have not been to the doctor with that problem for several years. I also use essential oils for it. Since I got my 

device, my nose does not run all the time like it used too. 

My husband had a sty that would come and go quite often ,several times a year. When addressing that stress with 

a stress management session, it was gone the next morning, and its been over a year, and it has not returned. 

A friend of mine put her back out lifting on a client of hers. She had been to the Chiropractor twice and Massage 

therapist twice. She then come to me on a Sunday afternoon. She was experiencing a lot of stress due to pain. She 

could hardly walk up my steps and it was very painful for her to sit and stand up again. 

The next morning she was pain free with just a sore spot - to the touch- in one area of her behind. 

City unknown” 

“It has been some years ago, when during the X-mas holidays a friend of mine called, excused herself and asked 

me if I -though we had holiday - would treat a friend of hers, who went through a couple of days in the ambulance 

room of the hospital due to intense pain and immobility in her lower and upper back. She could not sleep and 

move anymore because of pain and distortion. Nothing had helped, she had gotten all kind of injections. I agreed 

that I would help immediately. The client, a woman of 28 years, hardly could walk up to the 1. floor, where I live. 

She climbed up with a stick, her back bent deep down. I must admit when I saw her my heart pounded. She had 2 

people to help her to half sit half lie so that I could put the strings on. I went through the whole spinal program, 

spinal fluid, scanned the bacterias and virus and send homoeopathics related to the spine and pain, she also had a 

very bad stomach infection. After an hour she more and more relaxed, lying straight on her back and when I asked 

her to slowly roll over her side to get up and stand, I was hit by astonishment and joy of everybody involved. The 

patient stretched herself in full length, amazement on her face and with a big sigh she said this is the first time 

since 10 days that I feel painless and I can stand up straight. 

City Unknown, Germany” 

“In 2003, the mother of an 8 yr old boy presented with warts on hands, trunk and feet along w/frequent diarrhea 

and skin problems. She had taken him to two doctors who were unable to stop the warts from growing. The scan 

revealed the papilloma virus. 

1. After zapping virus for some time and activating the point probe to present to the mother wart, the family was 

given nutritional education, diet changes were recommended and he parasite cleanse herbs and an immune 

booster. Four weeks later, they returned very elated that the warts were disappearing, diarrhea had disappeared 

and he was feeling better. Four weeks later, the warts were virtually gone and he was a healthy child. The Mom 

proceeded to tell her D. O. about the success and the D.O. then referred other clients to me. 

Tulsa, U.S.A.” 

“A retired 66 year old male presented with sores on the tips of his toes. He ate well and exercised and was in great 

health otherwise. He'd had prostate cancer years earlier. He played golf and the sores on his feet interfered with 

his enjoyment. The EPFX device has cleared up the sores on the tips of his toes + an additional point probe 

treatment to a sore knuckle, allowed the finger to expel a huge pus pocket to completely clear the irritation with 

the knuckle. 

 



Tulsa, U.S.A.” 

“My four year daughter developed an urinary tract infection and would scream while urinating. I scanned her with 

the EPFX and urinary tract infection had a high reaction on the scan. I “zapped” that item and after the EPFX 

session my daughter urinated without pain. 

I had a severe sore throat. The EPFX scan showed strep as a high reaction. I “zapped” that item and in the morning 

my sore throat pain was gone. 

My six month old daughter would not sleep one night and was screaming. I had no idea what was wrong. I scanned 

her with just the head harness and ran the recommended programs. She stopped crying and fell asleep. 

Twice I have been out of town with my EPFX and my daughter has become ill. After scanning her remotely, her 

condition has improved each time. 

My daughter started vomiting repeatedly one night. After I repeatedly “zapped” the pathogens with the highest 

reaction, the vomiting ceased. 

City Unknown” 

“1>The first two months my eye disease (I hope to spell it correctly) 

Mylacular Degeneration is totaly gone (I wasn't ever working on it). 

2>I have lost fifty pounds this year and I didn't even diet. IN fact I 

had a horrible diet since I was traveling so much. I still have fifty 

or so to go. I am told by several people that the EPFX has got my 

metabolisum normal so the weight is coming off. What ever I am happy 

3> My ten year old grandson is ten and his entire life he has bad lungs. 

by Sept / Oct every year of his life he has pneumonia but not this 

year.  

City Unknown” 

"I started with Acne, thyroid, candida, herpes and exhaustion. After a couple of treatments long distance I noticed 

more energy, no candida and less herpes breakouts. I love it. It has really helped my overall health." - (Pasadena, 

CA)  

“One middle-aged female client came to see me to relieve some of the stress related to physical 

discomfort/pain/muscle weakness/stiffness she was experiencing in her sacrum, right knee, and right foot. She 

was combining chiropractic, physical therapy/exercise, and stress relief to increase her quality of life. After three 

sessions, here are some words of testimony she provided: 

 



"Between all that I’ve been doing for this (quantum biofeedback, chiropractic, and exercise), I managed to go 

dancing with my husband last Tuesday and was pain-free for the entire dance 40-minute dance session. I recognize 

I have a ways to go in getting all muscles engaged, balanced, and toned and I’m very encouraged. Thank you for 

the part biofeedback is playing in this!" 

Another middle-aged female client had been diagnosed by her medical doctor as having an acute infection in 

surgical incisions on both her feet. She came to me for a session to relieve the stress associated with the pain of 

the infection. Here are her words of testimony: 

"Thank you for the quantum biofeedback work. The infection is almost completely out of my system. My feet feel 

tremendously better than they did last week. My podiatrist assisted my healing by creating new orthotics to fit my 

newly shaped feet. These have taken my pain level down by 50%. The other pain I have is caused by the over-

extended nerves, which I inflamed by my off-balance walking. Nerves tend to take more time to settle down. 

Between your quantum biofeedback and that which my doctor is doing, I am feeling so much better. Thank 

you!!!!" 

I also did three sessions for a 12 year-old feline to relieve stress associated with an old fracture in her tail. After the 

sessions, her tail no longer contained the kink associated with the fracture and she tolerated petting along her 

back and hindquarters, which she was intolerant of previously, due perhaps to the stress and pain of the old injury.  

Idaho, U.S.A.” 

“The EPFX device has saved my life and given my children the opportunity to live with a healthy mom. I purchased 

my device in March of 2007, and attended training in Springfield, MO in July of 2007. While there, I participated in 

the healing opportunities that were available to the participants. It was determined that my chronic fatigue and 

pain were due to Lymes, which had most likely entered into my spinal cord and cerebral-spinal fluid. Most likely I 

had had Lymes and when I received the lumbar puncture for the deliverance of interthecal morphine during labor, 

and the Lymes followed the blood into the spinal cord.  

After I had my daughter in 2001, I was never quite the same. I had "meningitis" type symptoms - crushing fatigue, 

stiffness in my spinal cord, and pain upon movement and bending. I couldn't think as clearly as before. My eyes 

were extremely photo-sensitive and being in large spaces or with large crowds was overwhelming to the point I 

had to limit my lifestyle. (Prior to this, I had been a Flight Attendant and worked in large multi-national 

corporations with no problems - this was new.) The fatigue was life-altering. I had about 4 "good" hours per day in 

which I could function - not enough for a mother of an infant! I was terrified to try allopathic medicine as I was 

concerned that I would receive the label of "depressed" without any attention given to my physical state of being. I 

was currently using my knowledge in Oriental Medicine to turn my situation around, but I couldn't get to the root 

of the problem.  

After my sessions in Springfield, I returned home and continued to balance myself on the EPFX as well as take the 

homeopathic formulae that could best help me. What happened seems miraculous, although the explanation is 

clear. At first, I felt "worse" - as my body stopped working in "status quo" mode, making the best of a bad situation 

and trying to maintain homeostasis, but instead kicked in and started fighting off the Lymes, Ameobas, and various 

fungi and bacteria – I really felt the truth of my health state. After 6 weeks, I started to feel better! Now, nine 

months later, I am thrilled to report that I can rise in the morning with my children, no aches or pains, care for 

them, care for our home, AND run my business! I have been given my life back!!  

City Unknown” 



“We have overcome several sufferings, such as pain and stuffiness in the sinus area. 

My three-year-old granddaughter was diagnosed with pneumonia, he ER doctor gave a prescription and agreed 

that biofeedback and therapeutic grade essential oils would probably do the trick as well and his scrip. He was 

right. 

City Unknown” 

“On May 5, 2006, my daughter ten aged 38 suffered an accident which impacted her face. After two CAT scans, 

and several other investigative procedures, it was decided that she had broken the part of the bone just above the 

intra orbital groove, under her left eye. She suffered from double vision, violent headaches, her sinuses were also 

affected with an infection and she also had mandibular problems, some of her teeth being a little loose.  

As it was an injury sustained at work, she was taken on by the Workers compensation Board and was assigned 

several doctors including her own GP, a GP from the WCB, an eye specialist and an orthodondist.  

As the infection was not subsiding, in August, she was put on a course of daily intravenous antibiotics – and for this 

she had to attend the hospital daily. ON her return from the hospital she felt almost worse than before she went. 

She was very tired and prevented from doing any kind of lifting, going up and down the stairs, standing for any 

period of time. Her life was being put on hold. 

BY September, it was decided that she should be operated on, come what may and that a metal plate would be 

inserted to replace the missing bone. But, as an emergency procedure, that operation would take place at the 

earliest in May 2007 – that is a full year after her accident. She was also told she would have to grin and bear it 

until then. This is when she called on a friend of hers, a Doctor of Chinese Medicine who is also an EPFX 

practitioner. The upshot of it all is: 

1) He first saw her at the end of September – and dealt with her obvious stress. 

2) She had two more sessions with the EPFX, one at the end of October and another one in the third week of 

November 

3) Finally, she had her last one with this doctor in the second week of December. 

The same doctor each time explained to me what he was doing and he taught me how to use the EPFX so that I 

could keep providing my daughter with the support she needed. I purchased an EPFX, which I received in March 

2007. Until then he kept on providing my daughter with subspace sessions and under his guidance at first, then on 

my own once I had received the proper instruction, I carried on. 

The end result is that my daughter was back at work on the first week of January 2007 with restricted duties - but 

when she was finally discharged from all “medical care” at the end of February, the last investigation she received 

showed the bone had regenerated on its own and that she would not after all need an operation. Her vision was 

back to normal, the headaches had disappeared and her lower jaw bone had clamped back properly around her 

teeth. 

Vancouver, Canada” 

“For years of unanswered questions as to my urinary tract infections. My clueless doctor threw every anti-biotic at 

me that he could think of and then some! With absolutely no success. Then, I found the EPFX (what a GOD send). 

This illness was not just contained to my urinary tract (bladder, kidneys and urethra) but it also created these life 



crippling muscle CRAMPS (Charlie Horses) in my back. It took the EPFX approximately 3 minutes to find the 

stressors and several sessions and life changes (recommended by the system) to free me of what I thought would 

be a life long condition. I say this because, my grandmother(gone now) and my mom (86 years old now) both have 

suffered from this and being the guinea pigs to multiple doctors for many many years. My grandmother dead living 

with this condition, but now I am at peace knowing that my mother and myself no longer have to suffer!  

City Unknown” 

“I am a 50+ year old female diagnosed with Lyme in 2003. Since June 2006 using the SCIO I have kept the stressors 

of this disease in check and have not had to revert back to using antibiotics to keep this illness at bay. I love having 

a healthy, drug free life and find several alternative health means to keep me healthy, the SCIO biofeedback device 

being one of these. Without the use of the biofeedback I believe I would still be going from my bed to the couch 

and the couch back to the bed. It is instrumental in my health regime and will continue to be so. 

City Unknown” 

“I had been diagnosed with a severe bladder infection and told to take antibiotic for 2 weeks then come back and 

do a second round of antibiotics to make sure that the infection was gone. I called a fellow practitioner to please 

do a session for me for the bladder infection. She did the session and I felt better. She did a session for me every 3 

days for 2 weeks, 4 in total. I went back to my doctor and she said that the infection was gone and said that she 

would make sure to give me the same antibiotic in the future because it worked so well. I told her that I did not 

take the antibiotic, that I had a biofeedback practitioner do sessions for me, on her EPFX/SCIO biofeedback device, 

to get rid of the infection, as I don’t want to take medicine unless I really have no other alternative. She said, well 

great, as long as it worked. 

City Unknown” 

“Age 27, female, infected sweat glands in arm pits and groin for past 3 years. Intial session was July 19/06. After 

two weekly sessions, she reported on Aug 3/06 40% less swelling and pain. After 2 more sessions, on Aug 16/06, 

she reported 70% improvement. 

City Unknown” 

“A 22 year old female, with a reoccurring eye infection was unable to wear her contact lenses and was told by her 

optometrist and ophthalmologist that she would have to give up wearing her contact lenses. During a three month 

period, she made approximately 7 visits to her optometrist who conferred with his partner optometrist, and then 

she went to an ophthalmologist. She had been given antibiotics, which somewhat cleared the infection for a few 

days, but it continued to reoccur. They were unable to help her and advised she was allergic to wearing any type of 

contact lenses. I used multiple eye therapies from the QXCI and looked for reactive pathogens in the main matrix. 

After each session she would improve and after the fourth session there was no reoccurrence and she has been 

clear and wearing her contact lenses for four months. 

 

 

 



Discussion: 

 The results show significant improvement in symptoms and feeling better. Items measured included bacterial 

culture, throat swabs, anti-body test, etc. The Collective results show a dramatic benefit to the SCIO therapist visit. 

 The effects of infection and injury on the body require a complete discussion. 

Inflammatory conditions and major tissue injury are frequently associated with a wide range of systemic responses 

which embrace vascular, metabolic, endocrine, neurological and immunological functions. Those occurring soon 

after the onset of infection or injury are called the acute phase response. The acute phase response has the 

outstanding characteristic of being a generalised host reaction irrespective of the localised or systemic nature of 

the initiating disease, and several components of the response are remarkably constant despite the considerable 

variety of pathological processes that induce it. This uniformity of reaction points to the involvement of relatively 

few mediators in the overall ,orchestration' of the acute phase response. The major mediator coordinating the 

response is interleukin_1, aided and abetted by tumour necrosis factor (TNFa). Thus the mononuclear phagocyte 

system, which serves as the major source of these cytokines, plays a pivotal role. 

Mononuclear cells are stimulated to produce IL_1 and TNFa by: 

1. Bacterial endotoxin _ lipopolysaccharide (LPS), especially when complexed with LPS_binding protein. 

2. Antigen_antibody complexes. 

3. Intact micro_organisms following phagocytosis. 

4. Other cytokines produced by activated lymphocytes and macrophages. 

 

Interleukin_1 and TNFa have a multiplicity of biological activities at the following sites: 

1. Hypothalamus _ fever 

2. Bone marrow _ neutrophilia 

3. Neutrophils _ activation 

4. B_lymphocytes _ antibody production 

5. T_lymphocytes _ IL_2 production 

6. Liver _ acute phase proteins 

7. Fibroblasts _ proliferation and coliagen synthesis 

8. Muscle _ protein catabolism with amino_acid release 
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